
Theory



Theory

In the words of Junichiro  
Tanizaki: “We find beauty  
not in the thing itself but in the 
patterns of shadows, the light 
and the darkness, that one thing 
against another creates… Were  
it not for shadows, there would  
be no beauty.” 
 
The collection draws an influence 
from the conduct of our everyday 
lives, which we are otherwise 
benumbed by.





03 Triple Screw Ring 04 Split Bar RingIn Gold and Silver In Gold, Silver and Rose Gold





07 Bolt Earrings In Silver



10 Mantra Cuffs09 Double Spike Bangle In Gold, Silver and Rose GoldIn Silver



We are the music makers,
And we are the dreamers of dreams,
Wandering by lone sea-breakers
And sitting by desolate streams;—
World-losers and world-forsakers,
On whom the pale moon gleams:
Yet we are the movers and shakers
Of the world for ever, it seems.

Ode
Arthur William Edgar O’Shaughnessy





15 Loop Bar Bangle In Gold



17 Drop Ring 18 Quad Atom Ring In SilverIn Silver
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Driven by a passion for quality 
and fluid design, VETIVR creates 
personal jewellery which draws 
inspiration from travels, people, 
nature and geometry.

Worn alone or stacked, each piece  
is meticulously hand-crafted in 
sterling silver and carefully plated 
with platinum, gold or rose gold.

The line is a blend of literal and  
abstract pieces that are sophisticated 
and distinctive, always relevant  
but never in thrall to the latest trend.  
Soft and sharp, subtle and strong, 
with elegance marked by intricate 
details, VETIVR embodies timeless 
style with a modern sensibility.



Luminary



Inspired by the planetary  
 system and the mystical 
characteristics of nature, this collection  
is an ode to the natural forces of our universe, 
featuring natural gemstones labradorite and 
moonstone. “We live on a blue planet that  
revolves around a ball of fire, with a moon  
that moves the sea, and you don’t believe  
in miracles?”—Marteria, “Welt der Wunder”

Luminary



Arrowhead Earrings

01 02

In Silver



03 04

Planetary Rings

In Gold, Silver and Rose Gold



Luna Necklace

In Silver with Rainbow Moonstone

05 06



Vie Lariat Necklace

In Rose Gold

07 08



In Gold and Silver

Ceti and Venelia Cuffs

09 10



Venelia Cuff

In Rose Gold

11 12



In Rose Gold with Labradorite

Artemis Lariat Necklace

13 14



Driven by a passion for quality 
and fluid design, VETIVR creates 
personal jewellery which draws 
inspiration from travels, people, 
nature and geometry.

Worn alone or stacked, each piece  
is meticulously hand-crafted in 
sterling silver and carefully plated 
with platinum, gold or rose gold.

The line is a blend of literal and  
abstract pieces that are sophisticated 
and distinctive, always relevant  
but never in thrall to the latest trend.  
Soft and sharp, subtle and strong, 
with elegance marked by intricate 
details, VETIVR embodies timeless 
style with a modern sensibility.
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